Michael D. Huggins,
responsible leader,
author, speaker

The culture of business
has changed dramatically
in the last few years and
companies are racing
to gain protective
knowledge. Now is the
time to safeguard your
company’s reputation,
educate your employees
on the dangers and
pitfalls that could easily
derail them, and manage
and mitigate your
organizational risk.

Global Executive who went to prison
as a responsible corporate officer
is now a champion for personal and
professional integrity and accountability
Michael D. Huggins, CEO, and Wharton graduate running a
$2 billion business, has tremendous insight and extensive
knowledge on the necessary components to successfully
take your company in the direction necessary for growth,
productivity and risk management. Michael was a global
corporate executive who successfully constructed businesses,
designed support systems and shaped leadership and team
building skills. He also developed processes to leverage
the strengths and positive characteristics of managers into
a transformative leadership style, motivating employees to
achieve personal and corporate goals.
Michael is also a crisis management expert who believes
leaders must take nothing for granted-offering a gamechanging wake-up call, based on his personal experiences.
His insights and experience can help protect, restore and
increase reputations. Believing strongly in corporate and
personal responsibility through community engagement,
Michael founded a nonprofit program serving people impacted
by trauma, addiction or incarceration. This organization has
served over 60 thousand people and has been recognized as
an important leader in trauma sensitive disciplines. A soughtafter speaker, trainer and consultant, Michael D. Huggins is
transforming the way businesses approach risk mitigation
and offers the necessary tools for building trust, responsibility,
accountability and growth within any organization.

Click here to read more about Mike’s book:
www.mdhuggins.com/books

T R A N S F O R M AT I O N A L
C O N S U LT I N G
TOPICS FOR KEYNOTES AND WORKSHOPS:
Michael is available for corporate HR,
executives, general management, professional groups/
organizations, regulatory organizations, legal compliance, etc.

•

Reputation Management
The Michael D. Huggins story and the lessons learned will protect your 		
company and its executives from reputation damage. Mike will share his 		
unique integrity protection tools for real crisis management.

•

The Responsible Corporate Officer
Michael clarifies corporate responsibility to those immediately impacted;
employees, stakeholders and society at large. How can the corporate
officer be responsible and maintain passion and integrity in all areas?

•

The Privilege of Being an Executive
Is it possible to be an ethical leader in an unprincipled cuture and
still achieve your performance objectives while maintaining your
integrity? Michael’s blueprint for revealing hidden roadblocks and
deciphering barriers for improved responsibility and productivity.

•

		
		
		

•

CONTACT MIKE:
mike@mdhuggins.com
www.mdhuggins.com
+1 (484) 734-0270

Real Guidance and Clarity for Career Objectives
Are you looking to further your career, but your career path is
not fulfilling? Discover and create opportunities for career
development.

Identify and Develop High-Potential Employees 		
Pinpoint, motivate and cultivate talented individuals without
work disruption or employee jealousy. Take your business to the
next level.
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